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Ten to twelve people were in attendance for the Acquisitions/Serials Discussion group, as well as people from Mayville, 

Grand Forks, Dickinson, and Wahpeton via IVN. Bismarck did not show up. Due to technical difficulties there was no 

Power Point or visual presentation available.  

Shelby Harken (UND) opened the meeting by asking if anyone had any issues they would like to discuss. The Dickinson 

Public librarian was seeking information on labeling as technological upgrades had made her hardware and software 

incompatible. She was also looking for software that converted LC to Dewey call numbers. Harken recommended using 

the OCLC Conversion which will be available in the new version of Connexion coming out in April as a remedy for the call 

number conversion.  

Dickinson State mentioned they are using full sheets of labels on their laser printer and is working well. Fargo Public and 

UND Law use Zebra printers. Software is available from the ODIN website. Windows 7 version calls for tweaking to make 

the labels and the printing line up. Both libraries offered assistance in setting up printing. Mayville uses full sheets and a 

Word doc to create labels. All libraries reported having to make adjustments to make printouts fit labels. It was 

recommended that if you intend labels to last an indefinite amount of time that you use the higher quality labels with 

Zebra printers, otherwise they fade. 

The next topic was on authority work in ODIN. ODIN has a feature that replaces obsolete headings with the correct 

forms. Headings are matched and updated automatically. Files for MESH and LCSH come from the Library of Congress. 

Other types could be loaded but the tables are messy to handle. Shelby gave the example of Margaret Lamb (bib sys# 

7089291, OCLC# 761212292). In this case, a previously incorrect authority record was linked to the bib record in OCLC. It 

cannot be updated automatically so it has to be done manually.  Manual linking can be done by placing your cursor on 

the field you wish to link to such as the 100, 600, 650, 651, or 700 and pressing Ctrl F3 keys simultaneously. Choose the 

top line of the box and press OK. 

Then choose the correct heading from the list and press OK again. This 

will link the authority record to the bib. record. By clicking on View 

Docs you can see a list of other items linked to the authority record. 

Clicking on Expand displays the authority record. 

 

Don’t edit an authority record in Aleph. 

Contact a NACO library to load authority 

records. It takes about 3 weeks for an 



authority record to be loaded into Aleph. SACO records take longer because they are reviewed by the Library of 

Congress before being accepted.  

You can view authority records in Classic ODIN at the bottom of the Libraries screen. 

UND does a lot of authority work and is available to answer 

questions. If you would like them to create an authority 

record, please send them a copy of the front and back 

covers, any pages that include author information. Be sure 

to include page numbers because documentation must be 

provided as to where in the resource author information is 

found. 

Authorities are not displaying in U-find and never will. In Primo, the authority record will be utilized. Classic ODIN is 

working and uses the cross-references found in authority records. 

RDA authority and bib records were also discussed. The purpose of RDA is to provide linked data. Both types of records 

contain more fields with more detailed information.  Authority records require things such as date of birth and death, 

field of activity and so on. Bib records use terms in tag 336, 337, 38 that the user will never see but will, in future 

systems, be displayed as icons or facets.  

Here are some examples: 

There is no $h, but rather 336, 337, 338. The authorship role is indicated with $e. If an item contains different formats, 

two 300 tags may be used and the differences reflected in the 336-338 tags. There is no period at the end of 300 … cm. 

UNLESS there is a 4xx field. There is one on this record. Very few abbreviations are used.  



SYS 7140582 

 

Roles of authors, creators, producers, etc. are identified with $e. Typically videos include $4 relator codes; both may be 

used. 

SYS 6948196 

 

 

Again, no $h in the 245. Both a production date for the DVD and a copyright date for the container text are given. The 

copyright is always given with the copyright symbol. 300 in. do have a period  



SYS 7005924 

 

 

Microforms are described as microform with information about the original. Again no $h in tag 245. No period at the 

end of 300 … mm 

SYS 7141432 

 

Relationships to other works are important in RDA. These are recorded with $i and phrases given in the RDA rules. 

SYS 6925448 

 

Family authority records are more complete but are typically used only for subjects. The person from whom the family 

derives, is given as Progenitor. We no longer will use the generic family names. 

 



 

In authority records, detailed birth and death dates are given in 046. Place of birth and residence are given in 370. If 

address information is available it is in 371. Area of expertise is given in 372. Affiliation or associated institution is given 

in 373 along with beginning and ending dates ($t is ending). Occupation is in 374. The 670’s more completely describe 

the information found to substantiate all the information above. 

 



The idea for the future is that we could search for College teachers associated with Vassar that taught English and grew 

up in Michigan. Or we could search for someone that is female that taught at Fordham and lived in New York. 

  

RDA is still developing. LC decisions are included as part of the RDA guidelines. OCLC has plans to flip AACR2 and AACR 

records to RDA. If you find an RDA record in OCLC, don’t change it to AACR2. Likewise, do not change an AACR2 or 

earlier record to RDA.  

The University of North Dakota is currently doing 99% of original cataloging and authority work using RDA. Harken is 

happy to answer questions about RDA, assist with training, and create authority records. 

The final segment of the discussion was on the OCLC Loader. Dickinson Public Library is currently not using the OCLC 

Loader because they have multiple copies going to different libraries. Harken recommended entering multiple 049 and 

949 fields to create multiple item records for multiple places. 

Mayville has recently implemented the OCLC Loader and says it saves tons of time. 

ODIN’s staff webpage has documents that describe how to set this up. It has to be set up in OCLC and some tables in 

Aleph need to be set. 

Benefits of the loader are that a holding record is automatically created, call numbers are brought in from the preferred 

050, 082, 099, 092 call number fields, item records are created, item class, material type, item statistics and processing 

status can all be created, copy 1 will be set also.  

Shelby Harken has created many useful documents on her web page that currently resides here: 

http://webapp.und.edu/dept/library/Departments/abc/ 

She is available to answer questions via email at shelby.harken@library.und.edu  
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